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Abstract

In this study, we proposed a method for electroencephalogram (EEG) classification using invariant CSP at special channels

for improving the accuracy of classification. Based on the naive EEG signals from left and right hand movement experiment,

the noises of contaminated data set should be eliminate and the proposed method can deal with the de-noising of data set.

The considering data set are collected from the special channels for right and left hand movements around the motor cortex

area. The proposed method is based on the fit of the adjusted parameter to decline the affect of invariant parts in raw sig-

nals and can increase the classification accuracy. We have run the simulation for hundreds time for each parameter and get

averaged value to get the last result for comparison. The experimental results show the accuracy is improved more than the

original method, the highest result reach to 89.74%.
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1. Introduction

Recent research trend of brain-computer interface

(BCI) system using human brain activity signals, such

as electroencelophagrams (EEG) or magnetoencephalo-

grams (MEG), translate or decode the complex-signals

into commands of outer device, which correspond to

user’s intention. In the neuro-physiological point of

view, the intention is influenced by the rhythmic activ-

ity in specific regions over the cortex. However, the

brain activities, especially EEGs, have non-invasive

property which noise also recorded with meaningful

signal from the cortex regions. The major work of the

BCI system is regarded as the detection of the differ-

ence between the intentions by selecting features and

coding them to the command for controlling target

systems. The non-invasive BCI systems are widely

used for patients who lost limbs in accident or disorders

which are mostly acquired. Generally, the EEGs are

recorded by the user’s attended responses from visu-

al/audio stimuli. In [1-3] the EEGs were recorded dur-

ing the imagination of hand, foot and tongue movement

with various stimuli for inducing the target responses.

The stimuli for inducing the user’s attention are mostly

based on visual form, for example, visually evoked po-

tential (VEP), steady-state visually evoked potential

(SSVEP), and so on [4]. The visual cue-based EEGs

measurement are well-known as contaminating artifacts

and noise, not only insisted by unconscious muscle

movements or sensitive errors of electrodes, but also

caused by unwanted brain activation during the given

mental tasks. In order to overcome these, some re-

searches have applied auditory stimuli instead of visual

stimuli in designing BCI systems [5-7]. The auditory

cue for attention was supposed that could reduce the

noise caused by eye movement or unwanted respond by

eye gaze. In the other auditory experiment, subjects of

experiments were instructed to closed eye and relaxed

so that they could concentrate on hearing the cue and

not be attacked by unwanted visual stimuli when re-

cording signals [2].

In the BCI systems, it was supposed to be two

kinds of sources are existing: brain source and noise

sources [6]. It means that the quality and quantity of

brain signals are influenced by signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) and the non-stationaries sources of the signals,

such as subjects and time scales. These properties

make the BCI systems need to be purified noise by ap-
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plying the robust non-stationary process over brain

signals. In our previous work, we applied independent

components analysis (ICA) to estimate the sources that

caused EEGs, based on those components [8]. We as-

sumed that brain signals were the sources that got big-

ger percentage of accounting variance value. From ICA

technique, we could reduce the dimension of the signal

from so many components contained noise. We reduced

noise component aim to purify the signals. With a small

number (around 20∼25% components were kept and 75

∼80% of components are eliminated) of components, a

new space were reconstructed. Even though, ICA could

filter the noise sources caused by outer brain, but there

were still artifacts that occurred inside brain which

caused by non-stationary character. As mentioned

above, the EEGs need to be purified outer noise by

separating noise over brain sources. ICA is a very

power technique to estimate the sources.

In order to solve inner noise sources, common spatial

pattern (CSP) algorithm now is more famous in BCI

system for spatial filter. The CSP is very useful when

applied for binary choice with 2 classes, as in [4][6].

Even though, CSP is very powerful, still there are limi-

tations that mitigate the accuracy classification [1][4][7].

The CSP extracted noise and non-stationary features,

while we need it to concentrate on the meaningful data

which brings the information associated with user’s

intention. These shortcomings are also caused by the

strength of the CSP.

2. Related Works

2.1 Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

If  is original × EEG signal and statisti-

cally × independent component  is unknown,

an instantaneous linear mixture matrix  can be calcu-
lated by equation (1). The element  of  is weight of

mixing components [4].

  (1)

 is always squared as [× ], because the size
of sources is equal to the size of observed signals. So

we can express the inverse matrix  to decoding ma-

trix  as shown in equation (2).

   (2)

From these sources , we could analyze and determine

which sources we kept to more analyze and which

sources we reduced as noise part. ICA also applied as

blind source separation (BSS) in many fields of pre-

processing signals.

2.2 Common Spatial Patterns (CSP)

It is said that CSP based on the variance and co-

variance of signals, in which the variance of artifacts

exceeded covariance matrix of endogenous component.

There are some ways to extend CSP approaches. Some

methods proposed to robust brain signals against noise

and non-stationary changes in the data or overcome the

limitation of heuristic when applied for multi-class [7].

The previous approaches have used the region of inter-

est based on neuro-physiological to make prior to some

channels data. A different CSP approach, namely sta-

tionary subspace analysis SSA+CSP, which extracted

subspace of stationary signal before applied into CSP

proposed stationary subspace analysis to purify EEG

signals [6]. Another extension of CSP was applied into

discriminant multi-class compare with information the-

oretic feature extraction [7][9][11]. As mentioned in [4],

some of proposed approaches based on bias adaptation

or update classifiers or the CSP filters. Covariance shift

adaptively following shifts of the features. Moreover,

Blankertz et al [5] used method called invariant CSP al-

lows separating invariance by additional extra measure-

ments, such as eye movement sub-session.

The CSPs has been widely used in BCI systems and

highly successful in calculating spatial filter for detect-

ing event-related potentials, especially for an decrease

or increase of band-power values, namely event-related

desynchronized and event–related synchronized (ERD/ERS)

respectively [7]. Since variance of band-pass filtered

signals is equal to band-power, CSP algorithm is suited

to classify mental task that are characterized by

ERD/ERS, which usually used analysis in motor activ-

ity for both actual and imagination. CSP is fit to ana-

lyze the differences in band power between two

conditions. The aim of this algorithm was solved by

maximizing the Rayleigh quotient for each condition.

As in [7], we assume that  and  are the average

covariance matrices from class 1 and class 2 re-

spectively, equation (3) illustrates for condition i = 1, 2:

 



(3)

In order to solve this maximization of the Rayleigh

quotient as maximize one class with:

     (4)

, where  is an arbitrary constant (the norm of  can

be chosen so as to satisfy the equation (4)).

Then, it can be solved by using Lagrange multiplier:

   (5)

The filters  can be defined by the derivative of L
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with respect to  equal 0:




   

⇔ 

⇔ 
 

(6)

We can solve this problem by using eigenvalue and

eigenvector. With largest eigenvalue corresponds to the

spatial filters that maximizes the variance of class 1

() while minimize the common variance ().

The same progress for condition 2 and get the filter

fitted to equation (3) and (4). It is simple generalization

eigenvector with smallest eigenvalue. In this case the

largest eigenvalue of this condition is the smallest ei-

genvalue of another condition.

2.3 Invariant CSP (iCSP)

The main purpose of iCSP is to extract features, not

only discriminate between different conditions, but also

be invariance in the same time. It means not only ex-

tracted filters that maximize and minimize between two

different classes but simultaneously keep invariance

along the projection as stable as possible. We added

penalty term P in equation (3) with parameter to adjust
is  and P shows relationship between added dataset
and main dataset.　Added dataset is opened-eye EEG

signals and closed-eye dataset is the main dataset to

analyze with 2 sessions of auditory paradigm:

 
 


(7)

3. Simulation of EEG Signals Classification

for Real Hand Movements

3.1 Raw Data Acquisition

Fig. 1 shows our auditory paradigm for EEG ac-

quisition during the hands movement experiment, there

are three kinds of sounds, including: 1) right hand

movement instruction (index = 20, 500Hz), 2) left hand

movement instruction (index = 10, 2KHz), and 3) ignor-

ed noise sound. All subjects had two sessions with dif-

ferent conditions: auditory and spatial auditory (which

devide the auditory stimuli follow the spatial and this

case is applied for left and right only so it means 180°

in space). We recorded EEG signals by using 64 chan-

nels EEG measurement system (Synamp2, NeuroScan

Corp.) with the sampling rate equals 1000Hz. Since the

experiment concentrated on the executive movement, so

we recorded signals with limited 25 channels. In the

terms of neuro-physiological, the limb movements are

controlled by the motor cortex area over the head. For

a specific analysis of hand movement [6], we chose 25

channels where cover the motor cortex, especially

channels C3 and C4. It can be said that these 2 chan-
nels were analyzed for limb movements. Multiple chan-

nels around the two main channels are included to re-

cord the target EEGs when playing hand movements.

Subjects were instructed to sit down and relaxed in a

dark room, just concentrated to hear the sound and re-

spond as instructed above. Data set from two subjects,

who have averaging of age is 26.5 year-old and both

are healthy subjects (one is left handed) and recorded

with two different conditions so that we have four

dataset. Along with the main data set we also recorded

eye-open for additional data set for iCSP methods. All

subjects are our laboratory graduate student, who the

first time recorded EEG signals and BCI system.

(a) Experiment time line for random auditory stimuli

(b) Response measurement from a subject

Fig. 1. Experimental paradigm: (a) time flow line of

auditory stimuli for each hand movement, (b)

response measurement environment from subject

for auditory and spatial auditory paradigm

In this experiment, we recorded four main dataset

based on two subjects of two conditions: auditory and

spatial auditory. auditory paradigm is using two side of

the speaker to transmit the stimuli sound. While the

spatial auditory paradigm is using only one side speaker

(mono) to transmit the stimuli for subjects, so that not
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only different sound of frequency make the stimuli of

right or left hand movement. It also be shown if the

subject could separate the sound from right side or left

side to decide right hand or left hand movement. In this

time, the hand movement is real movement. When sub-

ject heard the sound based on the different frequency

they decide to move right or left and then take the

hand rest at the neutral pose as shown in the Fig. 1 (b)
That is also the pose when subject heard the noise

sound when they ignored them. Along the four main

dataset with eye closed, we also recorded the data with

noise when open eye to make the additional data for

iCSP method.

3.2 Preprocessing

Physiologically, it was shown that the limb move-

ments activate  (8∼13Hz) and  (12∼25Hz) rhythms

frequency band of EEGs [9]. It is also announced that

the hand movement appeared in  rhythms and foot

movement appeared in  rebound in the previous neu-

ro-physiology [10][11]. Frequency domain of original

signals shown the fact that the real hand movement

appeared peak and high power in  rhythm, in this case

was around 8∼15 Hz and got peak at 10Hz. It also

shown the same fact announced in the neuro-physio-

logical point of view [10].

In our experiment, we concentrate on  rhythm cover

the  band low power (8∼10Hz) for motor rhythms

and hand movement. We used bandpass filter with 8∼

13Hz bandwidth for reducing the noise from odd

movements. The de-noised data are continuously stud-

ied for eliminating the outer noise by using ICA

algorithm. The recorded signals are whitening by band-

pass filtering in the  rhythms. Then it was consider
as input for “EEGLAB” (MATLAB toolbox) to approx-

imate the independent sources. We extracted epochs of

two conditions and then removing the bad sources sep-

arately in two conditions. Based on the accounted var-

iance, we chose the maximum covariance accumulation

up to 95%. In this study, the number of components

were chose to be kept was around 20∼30% of total 25

components. So we reduced the bad components and

just kept small number of meaningful components to

reconstruct and analyze. The reconstructed data is

purer and reduced the noise components.

3.3 Feature Extraction and Classification

Data after applied preprocessing step, we analyzed for

CSP to archive spatial filter for two class of hand

movement. The main aim of CSP is to get the max-

imum of one condition and the same time get the mini-

mum for the rest one. By using EEGLAB, we extracted

epochs of each condition. Epochs in this experiment

were extracted more concentrate about the real move-

ment when subject did and analyzing based on the dif-

ferent of the subject around 300ms after stimuli. In this

study we based on P300 technique to analyze specific

hand movement and recognition. Covariance matrices

were calculated for two conditions each condition

gather of 35 trials. We chose two maximum features of

each condition to apply into classification step to get

higher results.

As following the flowchart of the processing in this

experiment in Fig. 2, we main aim to find the matrix

transform  to create new data space where data

purer and also separately two conditions. The results

were calculated by 500 times running for each value in

the range of the adjusted parameter (1∼20) to evaluate

the advance and the fit of the method and classifiers.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of invariant Common Spatial Pattern

in BCI systems

4. Experimental Results

After using ICA algorithms for 25 channels, we esti-

mated 25 components for each dataset. In each dataset

we got different estimate sources so that the number of

components to be kept also was different. Each data

had various number of components gathered to get over

95 % but it was still a very small number compared to

total number in this case was 25 components. Through

ICA, we kept only one over fifth of 25 components but

still kept over 95% of the covariance accounted. We

changed the number of trials for training to find the

maximum value of accuracy.
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We applied to analyzed: 50% data for training and

50% data for testing. We used 500 times run for each

value of the adjusted parameter and then calculate the

averaging values to show in Fig 3. The classification

results from four data sets are shown in Fig. 3 with

horizontal axis corresponding the number of adjust pa-

rameter for invariant data set to de-noise the target

data ( 
). Also, its vertical axis means the classi-

fication rates from four data sets of our two subjects

playing the real hand movements. We iteratively run

with hundreds times to ignore the errors in classi-

fication step. In this paper, we find out the original data

still get invariant which could increase result by adding

more noise data. In this case, the noises occurred when

the eyes are nictating. The experimental results are

compared with previous works [8] and shown improve-

ment of the result up to 18,9% (dataset 3 → proposed

method: 72.9% and previous method: 54%) for each data

set (1 and 3). We get the result for ICA method only

respectively: 58.6% and 54%. So, the combination of

ICA and iCSP could improve the classification accuracy,

but the Fig. 1 also announced the adjust parameter got

an important role to improve the classification result.

The difference between each dataset go for different

adjust parameter because of the fitness of dataset, e. g.

each subject has different range of data to separate it.

Fig. 3. Classification accuracy with different value of

parameters for four data set.

Table 1 shows the final result with the largest clas-

sification test with its parameter. The values are chosen

from the result of Fig. 3. The dataset 1 get largest sep-

aration at parameter 14 as 62.78% of accuracy, while

the dataset 2 largest at parameter 1 as 89.74%. The

dataset 3 largest at parameter 17 as 72.90% and the

dataset 4 largest at parameter 9 as 69.83%. Overall, this

experiment results get the maximum value.

Table 1. The largest classification result with parameter

along of each dataset.

Dataset Value of Parameters Accuracy (%)
1 14 62.78

2 1 89.74

3 17 72.90

4 9 69.83

5. Conclusion

To summarize, auditory stimuli could get the same

sometime better than the visual stimuli. All the EEG

signals recorded could be analyzed as visual stimuli to

show the EEG signal of hand movement around the 

rhythms and more concentrate on channels C3 and C4.

In the other hands, the noise data set to add data for

iCSP method could reduce the invariant parts in the

signals to get the higher separation in the classification.

But it still based on the value of the adjusted parameter

to have the fitness of the main data and added noise

data. The result from table 2 show the recent study of

stationary CSP method for 2 class separation. Overall,

iCSP for auditory get the highest result, but the aver-

aging of study [12] get the most stable method because

of the invariant in the data set (the source of data).

In the future, we want to apply for more subject with

various paradigm. The aim to make a BCI power sys-

tem we will more concentrate to separate multi-class

system in near future. We also will apply for BCI

Competition data which supposed to recorded with the

standard condition and then compare to original ICA

algorithms. With BCI data for different kind of experi-

ments and considered as a least noise data. In our case

data, it is considered that the subject still not get much

familiar with BCI systems so that also recorded the in-

variant and non stationary part in the EEG signals.
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